Workshop on Structural Transformation
Held at the School of Economics and Finance, Castlecliffe, The Scores, St. Andrews, KY16 9AZ.

Thursday 20 August
8:30 Coffee, registration Foyer, Castlecliffe
9:30 Tomasz Swiecki (UBC) ‘Barriers to Mobility or Sorting? Sources and Aggregate Implications of Income Gaps across Sectors and Locations in Indonesia’.
11:30 Coffee break
12:00 Kjetil Storesletten (Oslo) ‘Firm Entry and Regional Growth Disparities: the Effect of SOEs in China’, joint with Loren Brandt and Gueorgui Kambourov
13:00 Lunch
14:00 Alex Trew (St. Andrews) ‘Endogenous Infrastructure Development and Spatial Takeoff’.
15:00 Martí Mestieri (Toulouse) ‘Structural Change with Long-run Income and Price Effects’
16:00 Coffee break
17:30 Close
19:30 Dinner at Balgove Larder Taxi pickup at 6:50pm at Workshop venue.

Friday 21 August
9:00 Coffee Foyer, Castlecliffe
10:30 Alessio Moro (Cagliari) ‘Does Home Production Drive Structural Transformation?’, with Solmaz Moslehi and Satoshi Tanaka.
11:30 Coffee break
12:00 Xiaodong Zhu (Toronto) ‘Trade, Migration and Productivity: A Quantitative Analysis of China’ with Trevor Tombe.
13:00 Lunch
14:00 Jan Grobovsek (Edinburgh) ‘Communal Land and Agricultural Productivity’
15:00 Timo Boppart (IIES) ‘Non-homothetic preferences and industry directed technical change’.
16:00 Coffee break
16:30 Akos Valenti (Cardiff) ‘Endogenous Sector-biased Technical Change and Industrial Policy’
17:30 Close

For questions please contact: structuraltransformation2015@gmail.com.
We are extremely grateful for financial support from the Royal Economic Society and the Scottish Institute for Research in Economics.